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Abstract 
In 1903 the Carnegie Institution of Washington established a 
Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc Hill, Tucson, Arizona. For the next 
thirty-seven years the Desert Laboratory was the site of pion~ering 
research into the biology and ecology of desert Plants and ammals. 
More than sixty scientists who worked on Tumamoc Hill published 
some 350 papers and books based on research there. William A. 
Cannon and Volney M. Spalding share credit for successfully 
launching the new facility. Daniel T. MacDougal, who became_ the 
first director in 1906, hired an enthusiastic, able staff and recrmted 
many visiting scientists. His untiring promotional efforts ga~e 
the laboratory a national reputation, and when he transferred hts 
research projects to a second laboratory at Carmel, California, 
the Desert Laboratory entered a nine year decline. Promotion 
of Forrest Shreve to head the laboratory in 1928 brought about 
a renewed focus on the ecology of desert plants. The Carnegie 
Institution closed the facility in 1940, ostensibly because of the 
depression and consequent financial cutbacks, but actually because 
institution administrators no longer found it worthwhile to support 
descriptive ecological research. 

Introduction 
"It won't be many moons now before we shall have a laboratory 
here that will do your eyes good to see," wrote William A. Cannon 
to Daniel T. MacDougal on October 17, 1903.1 Cannon was a plant 
anatomist, and MacDougal, a plant physiologist, was his employer. 
The laboratory in question was the Desert Laboratory on Tumamoc 
Hill two miles west of downtown Tucson, Arizona. Its stone walls 
had been completed a month earlier, and, even as Cannon wrote, 
painters and carpenters were putting the finishing touche~ on_ t~e 
interior. The following month Cannon told MacDougal, Thts ts 
absolutely the finest place to work. .. that could possibly be fo~nd; 
I am more and more pleased with the prospects for research as time 
goes on."2 

Over the next thirty-seven years, more than sixty scientists found 
the lab a fine place to work, and they published some 350 papers 
and books based on research there. 3 Their fields of study included 
geomorphology, climatology, geography, botany, entomology, 
and mammalogy. Though the laboratory has most often been 
singled out as a locus of early ecological work (McGinnies 
1981, Mcintosh 1983), Desert Laboratory biologists were also 
physiologists, anatomists, morphologists, and geneticists. Some 
became top researchers in their fields, scientific superstars such as 
geographer Ellsworth Huntington, ecologists Forrest Shreve and 
Frederic Clements, and plant physiologists Daniel T. MacDougal 
and Burton E. Livingston. 

Today, a reader leafing through the old Carnegie Yearbooks 
(annual reports issued by the Carnegie Institution) might be 
impressed by the variety of problems touched on by D~sert 
Laboratory scientists and even more by the number that have smce 
become important topics of research. In 1904, Spalding noted 
the ability of Larrea tridentata to extract water from dry soils; 
later investigators confirmed and expanded his results (Oechel 
et al. 1972). MacDougal (1915) discovered that uprooted Barrel 
Cactus (Ferocactus wislizeni) could survive without water for long 
periods. Decades later, Nobel (1977) quantified this obser:ation 
in terms of transpiration, water potential, and seasonal ramfall. 
Cannon (Carnegie Yearbook Vol. 8 1909), having excavated roots 
of certain desert perennials, suggested that species rooted at the 
same depth compete with each other and that species rooted at 
different depths do not. Yeaton et al. (1977) confirmed this 
hypothesis nearly seven decades later. These examples could be 
multiplied many times. 

For its first four decades, the Desert Laboratory was a unique 
institution whose value to desert studies - and to the careers of 
many individual scientists - can hardly be calculated. The earliest 
researchers, well aware of the laboratory's historic and scientific 
importance, wrote enthusiastically of its unique setting and research 
problems (Coville and MacDougal 1903, MacDougal 1903a, 
1903b, 1908, Lloyd 1904, 1905 Cannon 1906, Huntington 1911a, 
1911 b, Harris 1916). Recent accounts of the Desert Laboratory 
have discussed other aspects of its development. Wilder ( 1967) 
emphasized the early years of the laboratory and the personalities 
gathered there. McGinnies (1981) concentrated on the broad 
picture of the desert created by laboratory scienti~ts and prese~ted 
a bibliography of their research. Nobel (1988) bnefly summanzed 
the cactus studies undertaken at the laboratory. Mcintosh (1983) 
stressed the Desert Laboratory's role in the emergence of ecology 
as a field of study. Broyles (1987) described the historic laboratory 
expedition to the Pinacate region in northwestern Sonora. Bowers 
(1988) depicted one of the laboratory's major workers_ in her 
biography of Forrest Shreve. The present account emphastzes the 
laboratory's political history and scientific achievements. 

Roots of the Desert Laboratory- 1881-1902 
The idea for a laboratory devoted to desert plants was Frederick V. 
Coville's. As chiefbotanist of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
he explored Death Valley in 1891 and came away impressed by the 
clear need for intensive research on deserts, largely an unknown 
environment. He presented his case to the Carnegie Institution 
of Washington's botanical advisory committee. They agreed that 
" there should be established at some point in the desert region of 
the southwestern United States a laboratory for the study of the life 
history of plants under desert conditions, with special reference 
to the absorption, storage and transpiration of water" (Carnegie 
Yearbook Vol. 1 1902: p. 5). Committee members believed that 
eventually the Desert Laboratory would justify its existence: 
once "the processes of plant growth in our deserts have been 
thoroughly investigated and are well understood, the b~tanist~ of 
the agricultural experiment stations in the arid states wtll be m a 
position to make a practical application of the knowledge to the 
special agricultural crops of the region" (Carnegie Yearbook Vol. 1 
1902: p. 5). Despite such lip service to practical benefits, however, 
the Desert Laboratory was from its inception oriented toward pure, 
not applied, research. 
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In December, 1902, the Carnegie Institution appropriated $8,000 The Earliest Years - 1903-1905 
for the Desert Botanical Laboratory, as it was at first called. Four Construction of the laboratory proceeded rapidly after four local 
thousand dollars were budgeted for construction of a laboratory builders submitted bids in March, 1903. Coville supervised the 
building, $2,000 for equipment, $1,000 for books, and $3,000 for process as minutely as possible from Washington, D.C. To keep 
maintenance and the salary of a resident investigator (Macintosh the total cost under $4,000 he suggested that the builder eliminate 
1983). After a five-year probationary period, the institution would the wainscoting from the interior. He requested varnished floors, 
evaluate the lab and decide whether to continue funding it.4 preferably waxed, and cautioned against the four-inch floorboards 

From January 24 to February 28, 1903, Coville and MacDougal, 
then director of laboratories at the New York Botanical Garden, 
toured the southwestern United States and Mexico in search of a 
location for the proposed lab. They realized that the most important 
criterion was that the new research station be situated not in a city 
but in undeveloped desert. As MacDougal wrote biologists "should 
be put into contact with their material in its best environment, 
instead of herding the workers and bringing the material to 
them."5 After travelling as far south as Guaymas, Sonora, and 
as far west as Los Angeles, they settled on Tucson as the most 
suitable site. Here they found a "distinctly desert climate and 
flora" in combination with habitability" and "ready accessibility" 
(Coville and MacDougal 1903: p. 12). (Presciently, they avoided 
Phoenix because it was likely to undergo extensive irrigation and 
concomitant changes in natural vegetation.) Tucson also afforded 
rail service, telephone and telegraph communications, good stores, 
and the University of Arizona and its agricultural experiment 
station. The most important inducements were probably those 
offered by the Chamber of Commerce: forty acres of free land, a 
water system, utility connections, and a road to the laboratory site, 
concessions estimate to be worth $8,000. 6 

MacDougal and Hornaday 1907 (USGS) 

called for in the specifications: such wide boards would collect 
dirt in the cracks, he feared. He worried also that the roofing and 
ceiling timbers would prove too light for such a large building, 
especially if every winter were to bring four inches of snow, as it : 
had in February, 1903. R. H. Forbes, director of the agricultural 
experiment station at the University of Arizona, kept an eye on 
the builders and informed MacDougal and Coville of progress and 
setbacks. (The architect for the project, Stuart F. Forbes, was his 
brother). 

By September 1, Cannon, as the first resident investigator, was 
on the spot and could supervise the final phases of construction. 
On the l51h he reported to MacDougal, "The inside woodwork, 
floors, window casings etc. remain to be done. Also the building 
must be wired."7 A Mr. Kurtz constructed a road to the top of the 
hill; after riding over it in a horse drawn surrey. Cannon decided 
that the road was better suited to heavy teams than light vehicles. 
(For the next decade, road improvements were to be a predictable 
budget item.) In looking at Cannon's photographs, MacDougal 
was pleased to see that much native vegetation had been left near 
the lab. "Every plant on the mountain ought to be regarded as if(it) 
had been placed there for some special purpose and should not be 
destroyed without good cause," he said. 8 On October 17 a freight 
car of glassware, chemicals, and Cannon's belongings arrived 
in Tucson, but the contractor still had not turned the building 
over to the Carnegie Institution because as Cannon explained, 
a subcontractor had installed lead traps for the sinks instead of 
the nickel ones specified in the plans. There were complications 
over the free telephone, too. The Sunset Telephone Company 
had agreed to install the laboratory's phone line but balked when 
they discovered their cost would be about $1,000. A rival phone 
company was started, perhaps as a bluff, with the result that the 
Sunset Telephone Company offered to install the line after all, 
provided the Chamber of Commerce refused to franchise their 
rival. By the end of the year Cannon was able to tell MacDougal, 
"The telephone is finally landed. Our number is 3111."9 Finally, on 
November 2, Cannon reported that "the plumbers and carpenters 
are finishing today and tomorrow ... " The contractor should be out 
of this building and we in before the end of the week."10 

As soon as the facilities were workable, Cannon immersed himself 
in research. The year before, as a research assistant at theN ew York 
Botanical Garden, he had worked on anatomy of plant hybrids, 
research confined largely within laboratory walls. Once he moved 
to Tucson, however, he found himself stimulated in unexpected 
ways, and his interests turned increasingly toward native plants 
in natural habitats. As he told MacDougal in October 1903, 'I am 
going to begin on Fouquieria. I shall work on its anatomy at first, 
study the root system next, and then begin on the physiology."11 

MacDougal approved of this plan and suggested that Cannon also 
work on some "fleshy form," perhaps Ferocactus. 
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WilliamA.Cannon 1906, first resident investigator at the Desert Laboratory (USGS) 

After a year of solid work, Cannon told MacDougal, "To tell the 
truth there is enough here for several men to work on at once and 
for some time to come. To choose wisely from the abundance is the 
main difficulty."12 Between 1903 and 1905, Cannon also compiled a 
250-citation bibliography on transpiration, developed an apparatus 
for measuring transpiration in place, measured transpiration of a 
variety of desert plants, compared that anatomy of irrigated and 
non-irrigated plants, and examined seasonal changes in diameter 
of Saguaro Cactus (Carnegiea gigantea) and Ferocactus wislizeni. 
Cannon's energy and enthusiasm did not go unnoticed. After 
Robert Woodward, president of the Carnegie Institution, visited 
the Desert Laboratory in July, 1905, MacDougal told Cannon, 
"Woodward is saying some good things about you."13 In fact, the 
successful launching of the Desert Laboratory was due in large 
part to Cannon's diligence and creativity. 

Another key to the Desert Laboratory's early success was Volney 
M. Spalding, a modest, courtly, well-respected botany professor 
who retired from the University of Michigan in 1904 after nearly 
thirty years of teaching. He came to the Desert Laboratory as a 
visiting investigator in December, 1903, with the enthusiastic 
support of MacDougal, who said, "I know of no one in all America 
that I would rather have as the first visitor and worker at the 
Laboratory." 14 Cannon agreed that the older man "surely a good 
one to set the ball rolling."15 

One of Spalding's first projects at the Desert Laboratory was 
determining transpiration rates of Creosote Bush (Larrea 
tridentata) in soils of different moisture content. In 1904, during 
his second stint as a visiting investigator, he decided that "soil 
water must be taken account of in all our transpiration work. "16 The 
following year he found that leaves of Larrea and several other 
desert perennials showed "a very limited capacity for absorption 
of water vapor from the atmosphere" (Spalding 1906: p. 373). 
More important to their water economy, however, were periods of 
high humidity and the consequent reduction in transpiration. 

While Cannon and Spalding launched the Desert Laboratory, 
MacDougal publicized it in every conceivable venue. He wrote 
brief notices for the Journal of the New York Botanical Garden 
(1903a), Plant World (1903b), Botanical Gazette (1903c), and 
Science (1903d). He told readers of the Plant World that, "while 
any of the more important phases ofbotany might be the subject of 
investigation by means of the facilities offered by this laboratory, 
yet its special function consists of an inquiry into the morphology, 
physiology, habit and general life-history of the species indigenous 
to the deserts of North America" (MacDougal 1903b: p.249). He 
also prepared with Coville, a narrative of their 1903 trip through 
the Southwest. This, they hoped would convey "the wealth of 
material afforded for detailed geographical and physiological 
study" (Coville and MacDougal1903: p. 2). MacDougal exulted 
when reviews of this book provided the laboratory with "a 
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splendid lot of attention."17 Before long, various scientists, among think that is a place where you could spell Ecology with a large o. 
them plant anatomist Francis E. Lloyd, lichenologist Bruce Fink, I hated to tell him we didn't,21" Within the next decade, however, 
mammalogist Charles B. Davenport, and plant physiologist Burton as the staff pursued their discovery of the desert, the fame of the 
E. Livingston, had expressed interest in pursuing studies at the Desert Laboratory would spread beyond the borders of the United 
Desert Laboratory. States.22 

Visiting investigators were uniformly impressed and delighted 
by the new facilities, which by 1907 included 860 acres of the 
surrounding desert. Livingston, upon receipt of a grant to work 
at the Desert Laboratory, told MacDougal, "this is the best 
thing that ever happened to yours truly, excepting my coming to 
your lab last fall, and I am duly elated over the affair." 18 Lloyd 
particularly appreciated "the abundant northern illumination, with 
the magnificent range of the Santa Catalina Mountains stretching 
out before the eye, plenty of working space and materials, with the 
vegetation at the door, "with all day and night one's own" (Lloyd 
1904: p. 177). 

As they worked, Cannon and Spalding began to dream of wider 
possibilities of the laboratory. In 1905 Cannon wrote a brief 
proposal suggesting that the staff be enlarged to include "three 
botanists, namely one morphologist, one oecologist and one 
physiologist, and one physicochemist."19 He also thought the 
laboratory should be enlarged, a greenhouse added, the grounds 
fenced, and small cottages built for the staff. Even more than 
Cannon, Spalding appreciated the laboratory's long-term potential. 
He told MacDougal that "the work in the desert has so many sides 
and is of such a nature that it calls for greater continuity, and the 
development of plans extending over a period of years, rather than 
an extension of the more or less piece-meal work that - perhaps 
inevitably- has been carried on thus far."20 

Their hopes for the Desert Laboratory were fulfilled soon after 
Woodward's visit in 1905. He was so impressed that he decided 
to expand the lab without waiting for the end of the probationary 
period. Among his plans, no doubt based on conversations with 
Cannon and Spalding, were increasing the work force - perhaps 
adding a director, a physicist, a chemist and at least one more botanist 
- and enlarging the laboratory building. The Carnegie Institution 
formally reorganized the Desert Laboratory as the Department of 
Botanical Research in December 1905 and appointed MacDougal 
its first director. 

MacDougal immediately assembled his crew: he hired Cannon, 
Spalding, Livingston, and Lloyd as staff members and Godfrey 
Sykes (a jack-of-all-trades who had supported himself variously 
as an explorer, geographer, and civil engineer) as laboratory 
superintendent. In choosing these men, MacDougal used the old 
boy's network: Cannon and Lloyd had both worked under him at 
the New York Botanical Garden, Sykes had been a personal friend 
for many years, and Livingston had been a student of Spalding's 
at the University of Michigan. Later assistants included Jacob 
Blumer, another of Spalding's students, and James Kirkwood, 
formerly one of MacDougal's employees at the botanical garden. 

The Desert Laboratory, thus began as a family affair, was to remain 
one for some time. Plant ecologist Forrest Shreve, for example, 
working in Jamaica in 1909, found that a Scottish colleague knew 
next to nothing about the lab. Shreve to MacDougal, "After I had 
thrown a few rays of light on his condition he said, "Well I should 

The Productive Years- 1906-1917 
The earliest years of the Desert Laboratory were characterized by 
excitement and uncoordinated projects. Once the permanence of 
the lab seemed assured, however, the staff confidently began many 
long-term projects and initiated the laboratory's most productive 
era. 

Permanence brought expansion, remodeling of the laboratory 
building started in March 1906 and was finished before the end 
of the year. Sykes supervised the stone layers, carpenters and 
other workmen as they added a greenhouse and three laboratory 
rooms variously equipped for chemistry, physics, and physiology. 
This doubled the size of the building. Sykes also supervised 
the overhauling of the water system, the installation of climatic 
instruments, and the digging of a constant temperature chamber. 
The next year MacDougal obtained permission from St. Mary's 
Hospital to fence 2.5 acres ofland at the bottom ofthe hill; in 1909 
the Desert Laboratory purchased this land and renovated a house 
on it as an office for MacDougaL Other improvements involved 
construction of a carpenter's shop and several shade houses in 
1908 and a chemistry laboratory in 1914. (This lab burned to the 
ground in 1938.) The public telephone line was removed in 1910 
following a dispute with the Chamber of Commerce, but in 1913 a 
private line connecting the various buildings was installed. Further 
remodeling of the main laboratory in 1914 caused one researcher 
to observe that "the disappearance of ancient landmarks at Rheims 
and Lorrain (during World War I) is tiddley- winks to what has 
been going on here." 23 

A major step taken once the laboratory seemed a permanent fixture 
was the fencing of the grounds. So after Cannon had arrived, he 
had recognized that a fence would be necessary to deter the cattle 
and goats which fed "in considerable numbers" on the hill. 24 He 
also hoped to discourage the pot hunters, who had already defaced 
petroglyphs and other Indian artifacts on the property25 and "stone 
pickers," who harvested surface rocks to use in building. 26 In 1905 
Woodward gave Cannon permission to have the grounds surveyed, 
and two years later, under Sykes' direction, a fence surrounding the 
property was erected. This proved to be a milestone in the history 
of the Desert Laboratory: it made possible long-term studies of 
undisturbed vegetation, and it fostered' perception of the property 
as a nature reserve. 

Tumamocville, as its inhabitants called it, was a pleasant place 
to work and live. At first, the laboratory staff lived in tents on 
the grounds. These measured about twelve feet by fourteen feet 
and were erected over wooden frames. Eventually, MacDougal, 
Livingston, Shreve, Cannon, and Sykes built real houses at the 
base ofTumamoc Hill, and visiting scientists were accommodated 
in the tents. The population of Tumamocville rose every summer 
with the influx of visitors; MacDougal said that the laboratory was 
"fast becoming the Mecca ofN orth American botany. "27 According 
to the Carnegie Yearbooks, between 1906 and 1918 thirty-four 
visiting investigators used the facilities. The popflarity of the lab 
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was due partly to the unique opportunities for research. As plant 
physiologist J. Arthur Harris noted, the southwestern deserts were 
possibly "the best naturally equipped experimental laboratories 
which have been placed within the reach of American students of 
living things" (Harris 1916: p. 41). 

During this period Cannon continued his ecological studies of roots. 
In excavating a variety of desert plants, he found two specialized 
types of root systems in which either tap roots or lateral roots were 
prominent and a generalized type in which both tap and laterals 
were well developed (Cannon 1911). Cacti made a fourth, highly 
specialized category. Few cacti possessed deeply penetrating 
roots, he discovered; in most species, the roots branched profusely 
just beneath the soil surface. He hypothesized that Carnegiea was 
nearly restricted to rocky slopes because boulders provided both 
anchorage for shallow roots and extra runoff not available on 
flats. In contrast, Larrea, with its generalized root system, could 
thrive in a variety ofhabitats. Among the first ecologists to discuss 
competition in desert plant communities, Cannon concluded that 
"no direct competition may ensue between different species 
growing near together, as their roots occupy horizontal layers at 
different depths" (Carnegie Yearbook. Vol. 8, 1909: p. 63-63). His 
studies of roots in place eventually led him to undertake laboratory 
experiments to see how varying temperature, moisture, and aeration 
regimes determine root development (Cannon, 1915, 1916). One 
of the most important contributions of this work was his discovery 
that cacti are abundant in regions where rain falls during the warm 
months; this is, he concluded, because their roots grow only when 
the soil is warm. 

Once long-term projects at the Desert Laboratory seemed assured 
of some continuity, Spalding set up nineteen permanent plots on the 
grounds. This had been a dream of his since 1903. He recognized 
that while "the modem use of quadrats, transects, migration 
circles, etc." would be time consuming, it was nevertheless 
essential to "make an ecological survey of the laboratory hill and 
adjacent territory... finally securing the data for an explanation 
of observed differences of the vegetation."28 In 1906, with 
the assistance of Jacob Blumer, Spalding mapped the woody 
perennials on each plot. This was, he told MacDougal, "one of the 
means by which the saving of data is accomplished." He regarded 
this work as "a debt to the future."29 Around the same time he 
supervised Blumer in the mapping of five perennial domin~nts, 
including Blue Palo Verde ( Cercidium .fioridum) and Carnegie a 
gigantea, on the Desert Laboratory grounds and of two of the three 
exotic plant species there. 30 These maps appeared in his classic 
Distribution and Movements of Desert Plants, to which Cannon, 
Livingston, MacDougal, and other local scientists contributed 
(Spalding 1909). Henry Cowles, the eminent plant ecologist at the 
University of Chicago, called the book "one of the most notable 
of recent contributions, clearly showing that the intensive study of 
plant associations is quite as productive in results in deserts as in 
mesophytic climates" (Cowles 1910: p.383). 

Although Spalding thought of himself as indebted to future 
scientists to carry on his work, it is instead modem day scientists 
who find themselves indebted to him. The Desert Laboratory 
plots have been continually monitored since 1906, making them 
the longest-running in ecological history (White, 1985). The 
populations of Cercidium floridum and Carnegiea gigantea 

Forrest Shreve (USGS) 

have also been mapped at intervals, as have exotic annuals and 
perennials (Turner and Bowers, 1988). These long-term projects, 
a product of Spalding's foresight and perseverance, have provided 
a wealth of data and results that could not have been obtained by 
any other means. 

By 1907, however, it seemed that Spalding's studies would have to 
come to an end. Having become increasingly crippled by arthritis, 
he told MacDougal that it would be necessary to hire "some young 
man who has the proper training and who has the enthusiasm for 
the subject that will enable him to pursue it hopefully for a period 
of years, and have him undertake this work."31 MacDougal, as it 
happened, already had such a young man in mind: Forrest Shreve, 
then a professor of elementary botany, plant physiology, and 
plant morphology at the Women's College in Baltimore. Shreve's 
appointment to the staff of the Desert Laboratory became official 
on May 1, 1908, and in June he arrived in Tucson. 

The accession of Forrest Shreve proved to be another milestone 
in the history of the laboratory. Among his 85 published papers 
and books were several ecological classics, including Vegetation 
of a Desert Mountain Range as Conditioned by Climatic Factors 
(1915), Vegetation of the Sonorant Desert (1951), and The Desert 
Vegetation of North America (1942). His steady concentration on 
ecological research, his creativity in attacking and solving new 
problems, and his devotion to the desert helped forge the reputation 
of the Desert Laboratory. If Shreve shaped the Desert Laboratory, 
it in tum molded him, gave him a focus for his interests and scope 
for his abilities. 
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The Desert Laboratory staff with visitors in 1906. Standing, left to right: Mr. Reeder, Godfrey Sykes, William A. Cannon, Burton E. 
Livingston, Francis E. Lloyd, Mr. Lantz. Seated left to right: Mrs. Sykes, Dr. Davenport, Robert S. Woodward, Daniel T. MacDougal, 
George H. Shull, Mrs. Livingston. (USGS) 

Shreve, like most of the scientists early in this century, learned 
ecology not in the classroom but in the field. Trained by professors 
who were morphologists and anatomists, Shreve brought a 
strongly experimental approach to working out-of-doors. In 
studying the distribution of Carnegiea, for example, he subjected 
small potted plants to freezing temperatures of varying duration. 
This experiment confirmed "what might be observed in the field 
at appropriate times," he wrote; that is, that juvenile Carnegiea 
plants could withstand as much as fifteen hours of freezing but not 
as much as twenty-nine (Shreve, 1911a). 

Shreve's research during this period anticipated by decades 
certain ecological topics of the 1950s, 60s, and 70s (Lowe 1961, 
Whittaker 1962, Billings 1980, Bowers 1988). His studies of 
Carnegiea (Shreve 1910) and Foothill Palo Verde (Cercidium 
microphyllum) (Shreve 1911 b) were among the earliest analyses 
of the changes that take place in plant populations with time. 
Based on heights of individual Carnegiea plants, he derived 
a growth-rate curve and estimated that the oldest individuals 
were as much as 175 years old. He also discovered that, since 
about 1860, establishment of both Carnegiea and Cercidium 
microphyllum had declined on Tumamoc Hill. His analysis of 
high-elevation floras in the Santa Catalina and Pinaleno mountains 
eventually led him to postulate what later became a prediction of 

the theory of island biogeography, that massive mountain ranges 
serve as source areas of propagules and smaller mountain ranges 
as targets (Shreve 1919). While working in the Santa Catalina 
Mountains, he determined that desert plants are limited in their 
upward movement by cold, and that forest plants are limited in 
their downward movement by soil aridity. He emphasized that 
physical environmental factors, not competition between plants, 
control the vertical limits of species distribution. In Vegetation 
of a Desert Mountain Range (1915), he stated clearly that plant 
species are distributed according to individual requirements and 
tolerances such that no two have identical distributions. Thus plant 
communities are not rigidly repeated entities but fluid, gradually 
changing assemblages. Several years later, Henry A. Gleason, a 
Midwestern plat ecologist, codified and named this principle as the 
"individualistic concept of the plant association" (Gleason 1917, 
1926). By the 1950s, the individualistic concept was supported by 
a substantial body of evidence (Mcintosh 1975), and by the 1970s, 
it was widely accepted. Whittaker and Niering eventually verified 
Shreve's observations with detailed sampling in the Santa Catalina 
Mountains (Whittaker and Niering 1965). 

During these productive years, Shreve also edited the Plant World, 
a botanical magazine that had been founded in 1807. The Plant 
World came to the Desert Laboratory in 1906 with Francis Lloyd, 
who had edited and published it since 1904. Upon taking over the 
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magazine, Lloyd found it in "an apparently hopeless condition," 
but after two years of effort, he felt that readers were at last getting 
their money's worth. All it needed to really ensure its success, he 
told MacDougal, was "a small amount of capital." 32 MacDougal's 
solution, which Lloyd accepted, was for a group of botanists to 
form a Plant World Association for financing and publishing the 
journal. This change was made in time for the first issue of 1907, 
among the twelve members of the association that year were 
Lloyd, who continued as editor, MacDougal, who became the 
business manager and Spalding, Livingston and Cannon. In 1909 
and 1910 Spalding assumed the unremunerative task of editing the 
Plant World, than after Spalding left, the job fell to Shreve, an 
obvious choice, as Livingston pointed, out, because of his "energy 
and push and solid horse sense."33 Shreve edited the journal from 
1911 until it was turned over to the Ecological Society of America 
in 1919. The first issue of Ecology, dated January 1920, carried the 
words "Continuing the Plant World" on its cover, a tradition that 
continued until 1954. 

When the Carnegie Institution hired Shreve, they also acquired 
his wife, Edith Bellamy Shreve. Due to regulations against 
nepotism, Edith could not be on the Desert Laboratory payroll, 
but she worked just as hard as any of the salaried staff, and desert 
studies are richer for her contributions (Bowers 1986).Trained as a 
chemist and physicist, she took up research in plant physiology in 
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1911 under the guidance of Livingston and MacDougal. By 1918, 
she had published six papers including a study of transpiration 
in Cercidium microphyllum (E. Shreve 1919) that is still cited in 
ecophysiological literature. In studying autonomic movements in 
joints of Cholla Cactus ( Opuntia versicolor), she discovered that 
the plants lost water during the night and took it up during the day, 
the opposite of the expected pattern (E. Shreve 1915). 

Like Forrest Shreve, Burton Livingston took an experimental 
approach to plant ecology, and although he thought of himself 
primarily as a physiologist, his work in Tucson was oriented 
toward native plants in the natural environment. When he came to 
the Desert Laboratory as a visiting investigator in 1904, little was 
known about movement of water from the soil through the plant 
and into the atmosphere. It was not known how plants removed 
water from the soil nor how stems conducted water from roots to 
leaves nor to what extent stomata regulated transpiration nor even 
for certain that they did. Livingston undertook studies of these and 
other problems. He discovered that the rate of evaporation from an 
artificial surface and the simultaneous rate of transpiration from a 
leaf were not the same; he inferred that plants do indeed regulate 
their transpiration rates, and he defined relative transpiration as 
the ratio of transpiration to evaporation (Livingston, 1906). Within 
two years, he had determined that relative transpiration "followed 
quite closely" the pattern of stomatal openings and that stomates 
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"have much if not all to do with the regulation ( oftranspiration)."34 he hoped Spoehr would feel free to "bring out every new idea and 
(At virtually the same time, Lloyd had erroneously concluded that discovery ... whether it is botanical or not."36 Spoehr's arrival in 
" stomatal openings and that "stomatal regulation of transpiration Tucson in 191 0 eventually proved to be a turning point for the 
does not occur" (Lloyd, 1908: p. 137).) laboratory because his interests lay not in the relationship of plants 

One ofLivingston's more durable contributions was the atmometer, 
a device that measured the evaporative power of the air. Atmometer 
data collected from fifty stations in the United States provided that 
basis for one of his major works, written with Forrest Shreve, 
The Distribution of Vegetation in the United States as Related to 
Climatic Conditions (Livingston and Shreve 1921 ). This 590-page 
book was one of the early attempts to correlate climatic factors with 
vegetation types' in 1913 he defined broad climatic areas based on 
temperature, precipitation, and evaporation, in 1916 he derived an 
index of moisture-temperature efficiency for plant growth. 

Livingston's studies of soil moisture and evaporation "contributed 
immensely to the foundations of modem physiological plant 
ecology" (Krikorian, 1973: p. 425). As late as the 1890s, college 
students were being cautioned that there was "no future for a 
young man in plant physiology" (Moore, Gager and Shreve 1939: 
p. 191); largely through Livingston's efforts, plant physiology 
attained respectability as a field of research. The Desert Laboratory 
can legitimately claim some of the credit for Livingston's success. 
He found that working in the desert stimulated many new ideas 
(Livingston 1948) and that "certain fundamental truths regarding 
the vital activities of plants may be more advantageously studied 
in the case of organisms existing under these extreme conditions 
than by confining attention to what are considered the more normal 
circumstances of life and growth" (Livingston 1906: p. 5). 

After Livingston left the Desert Laboratory in 1909, MacDougal 
replaced him with Herman A. Spoehr, a young chemist and plant 
physiologist who had recently earned his Ph~D. at the University 
of Chicago. MacDougal felt that since Livingston planned to work 
in Tucson during the summers, it would "not be advisable to have 
a new member of the staff who follows the same line."35 In fact, 
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to environment but in their internal processes. Where Livingston 
had been a physiological ecologist, Spoehr was a straightforward 
physiologist and Livingston's departure left a gap that Spoehr did 
not fill. 

Something of a philosopher, a stickler for detail, and a conscientious 
researcher, Spoehr eventually became best known for his work on 
the chemistry of carbohydrates. When he arrived at the Desert 
Laboratory, however, knowledge of photosynthetic processes 
was limited. He started by systematically investigating current 
theories, among them Baeyer's hypothesis that carbon dioxide is 
reduced in the plant to formaldehyde, which is then condensed to 
carbohydrate. By 1916 he had concluded that, although Baeyer's 
hypothesis was "alluring on account of its simplicity, it is by no 
means as well established as many writers on the subject would 
have us believe." Instead of being simple, photosynthesis was 
"a process of great complexity" (Spoehr 1916: p. 16). Largely 
because of Spoehr's work, physiologists ultimately abandoned 
Baeyer's theory (Stiles 1954). 

Spoehr also studied the breakdown of malic acid, a photosynthetic 
derivative abundant in cactus tissues (Spoehr 1913). In fact, he 
was the first to show how malic acid breaks down into simpler 
derivatives upon exposure to light (Richards 1915, Evans 1932). 
It was to be many years, however, before plant physiologists were 
able to fit these details into the overall picture of crassulacean acid 
metabolism, in which cacti and other succulents take up carbon 
dioxide at night, producing malate, which is broken down the 
following day into various acids and carbon dioxide. 

While Spoehr worked on the carbohydrates of cacti, Herbert M. 
Richards, a visiting investigator from Barnard College, studied 
their gas exchange and acidity. He noted, as had other chemists and 

physiologists, a build-up of acids in cactus tissues at 
night, followed by a decline during the day. Richards · 
concluded that "the accumulated acid, together with 
whatever carbon dioxide is evolved during the 
process of accumulation, represents the end-products 
of the respiratory activity ... The breaking down of 
the acid by sunlight is an unavoidable consequence 
of its accumulation in the tissues and does not seem 
to be connected with the energy-releasing actions" 
(Richards 1915: p. 102-103). Like Spoehr and Edith 
Shreve, Richards found pieces of the puzzle of 
crassulacean acid metabolism, but since knowledge 
of photosynthesis was rudimentary, none of these 
workers was able to complete the puzzle. 

The Carmel Brain Drain 1918-1927 
The years between 1906 and 1918 had been very 
productive. This was a function partly of the large 
number of researchers at the lab (thirty-four, 
according to the Carnegie Yearbook, more than 
in any other period), partly of their relative youth 
and vigor, and partly of how much they had yet 
to learn about the unexplored desert environment. 
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Also, the atmosphere at the laboratory provided fertile ground 
for the germination of new ideas: as MacDougal remarked, "the 
perfect good fellowship and fine personal contact of our group 
of workers ... has always made possible the free discussion of a 
research in all of its stages and aspects."37 

The decade between 1918 and 1928 saw a temporary loss of 
direction and vigor, however. By 1918, MacDougal's early interest 
in desert ecology had waned in favor of physiology and genetics. 
The Coastal Laboratory proved more amenable to his purposes 
than the desert station, and by 1920 he was residing in Carmel year
round. Spoehr and his family also moved to Carmel the same year. 
Moreover, once Shreve's work in the Santa Catalina Mountains 
was completed he had no particular reason to stay in Tucson during 
the summer, and between 1918 and 1926, he and Edith spent their 
summers in Carmel. In fact, after 1917 the entire staff of the Desert 
Laboratory decamped during the summer, leaving only a secretary 
or a caretaker to forward mail and keep an eye on the premises. 

McGinnies ( 1928) saw the eventual demise of the Desert Lab 
in the founding of its coastal counterpart. He argued that when 
the Carnegie Institution underwent financial cutbacks during the 
depression, there wasn't enough money to go around, and funds 
that would have supported the Tucson laboratory were diverted 
to the coastal station. Whether or not the Coastal Laboratory was 
the ultimate cause of the Desert Laboratory's demise, its founding 
certainly created more immediate effects. MacDougal's genial 
hospitality and tireless publicity-mongering had evidently been 
essential to the Desert Lab's success. Once he was no longer 
actively involved with its day-to-day operations, the number 
of scientists there fell sharply: the Carnegie Yearbooks for the 
period 1918-1927 record only eight investigators who used the 
Desert Laboratory facilities, and most of them were present only 
intermittently. 

At MacDougal's request, the Department of Botanical Research 
was reorganized as the Laboratory for Plant Physiology in 1923. 
The department's new name, presumably selected by MacDougal, 
emphasized his greater interest in physiology as opposed to 
ecology and may also have reflected a perceived need for a more 
"scientific sounding" name. In 1926 Shreve was put in charge in 
Tucson and Spoehr in Carmel, both remaining under MacDougal's 
supervision. 

The Carmel brain drain was countered to some extent by the 
arrival of Frederic E. Clements, the best known plant ecologist of 
the first half of this century. In 1913, 1914, and 1915, Clements 
held an appointment as a research associate in the Carnegie 
Institution with an honorarium but no salary. During these years 
he was head professor of botany at the University of Minnesota. 
Through MacDougal's efforts, the institution hired Clements on a 
permanent basis in 1917. While stationed at the Desert Laboratory 
from 1917 to 1925, Clements functioned as an autonomous unit 
and had his own funds, assistants, and annual reports. Usually 
he and his wife Edith spent summers at his laboratory on Pike's 
Peak in Colorado; in 1925 they moved to Santa Barbara, where he 
established his own Coastal Laboratory. Thereafter they divided 
each year between Colorado and California. 
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As Mcintosh (1983) pointed out, it is one of the curious anomalies of 
ecological history that during the years when Shreve and Clements 
both worked at the Desert Laboratory, two markedly divergent 
ecological viewpoints originated from the same institution. 
Clements classified natural plant communities into and elaborate 
and rigid hierarchy; Shreve saw them as gradually changing 
assemblages. Clements posited that competition determined the 
composition of all plant communities; Shreve countered that, in 
deserts, competition between plants was negligible. Clements 
thought that his principles of succession applied to all plant 
communities; Shreve denied the existence of succession in 
deserts. 

Once established at the Desert Laboratory, Clements installed 
permanent plots on the Santa Rita Experimental Range south of 
Tucson and near the city itself. Based on his plots near Tucson 
and his travels in the Southwest, he set down his impression of 
desert vegetation in Plant Indicators (Clements 1920), a treatment 
that has since been ignored by plant ecologists in favor of more 
thorough studies by Shreve and others. 

During Clements' tenure at the Desert Laboratory, his most 
important work took place at other locations: his innovative 
experiments in pollination biology, for example, were based on the 
flora in the vicinity of his Alpine Laboratory. In fact, his assistants 
apparently spent more time at the Desert Laboratory than he 
did; while he traveled throughout the western United States, 
they carried out laboratory studies on stomatal behavior, rubber 
content of native plants, plant water relations and transpiration of 
Carnegiea. It is fair to say that although Clements' reputation far 
outstripped that of Spalding, Shreve, or Cannon, his contributions 
to the Desert laboratory and to knowledge about the desert fell far 
short of theirs. 

The most interesting work issuing from the Desert Laboratory in 
this otherwise dim decade was that of the Shreves and Godfrey 
Sykes. Edith Shreve's physiological investigations took on a 
distinctly ecological tone. Brittle Bush (Encelia farinosa), she 
reported, produced new leaf types in response to onset of drought 
or mesic conditions (E. Shreve 1924). The two types were 
morphologically and anatomically distinct (E. Shreve 1923). 
Many years later, Ehleringer and others showed that increasing 
pubescence throughout the growing season has adaptive value, 
as Edith Shreve had suggested; although it dramatically reduces 
the photosynthetic rate, it also reduces the heat load of the leaves 
(Ehleringer et al. 1976, Ehleringer and Bjorkman 1978, Ehleringer 
and Mooney 1978). 

Forrest Shreve continued his studies of distributional phenomena. 
Comparison of the Santa Catalina Mountains with neighboring 
ranges enabled him to derive some general principles for plant 
distribution in the southwest. As a rule, desert species reach 
higher elevations on volcanic substrates than on granitic ones and 
attain their highest limits on limestone, he found (Shreve 1919, 
1922). Small mountains tend to support a more xeric vegetation 
and flora than higher mountains having the same basal elevation 
(Shreve 1922). In November 1923, Shreve made his first extended 
trip into northern Mexico, followed by another one the following 
year. These eye-opening excursions laid the groundwork for his 
monumental Vegetation of the Sonoran Desert (Bowers 1988). 
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Beginning in 1925, Sykes installed two series of long-period rain Earlier researchers at the laboratory had placed so much emphasis 
gauges, one along the old Camino del Diablo in southwestern on cacti that nonsucculent perennials had been neglected, Shreve 
Arizona, the other extending from Tucson to Puerto Libertad on felt, so in 1927 he began comprehensive investigation of Larrea, 
the Sonoran coast. Sykes read the gauges twice a year, having and he, his assistants, and several visiting scientists studied various 
designed them to hold up to forty inches ofrainfall (Sykes 1931). aspects of its physiology and ecology until about 1935. Heinrich 
Over the next decade, the original fourteen gauges were augmented Walter found little correlation between the osmotic value of cell 
by another fourteen (Mallery 1936a, 1936b ). sap in Larrea leaves and the moisture content of the soil (Carnegie 

During this period, Sykes continued his work in the Colorado River 
delta, an area he had first explored in 1890. These investigations into 
the delta's physiography and stream dynamics took him through 
"a complete cycle of change," from a practically unexplored and 
wholly undeveloped wilderness, to its final condition as a man
controlled region dependent for its water supply upon the penstock 
releases from Boulder Dam" (Sykes 1945: p. 312). He eventually 
summarized his studies in The Colorado Delta (Sykes 1937). 

The Shreve Years 1928-1940 
In 1928 the Desert and Coastal Laboratories underwent 
administrative reorganization again, and the Laboratory for 
Plant Physiology became the Division of Plant Biology. Spoehr 
was promoted to chairman of the new division, and MacDougal 
stepped down. The following year Spoehr moved his operations 
from Carmel to new laboratories on the campus of Stanford 
University. Shreve remained in charge of the Desert Laboratory 
with full responsibility for its direction and tone. 

This proved to be yet another turning point in the Desert Lab's 
history. MacDougal, during his first decade as director, had 
impressed his personality on the laboratory. His wide-ranging 
interests and outgoing personality took visible form in the variety 
of scientists who made the lab their research home. This scattered 
approach, however, meant that he let pass an unparalleled 
opportunity to focus tightly on ecological problems of the desert. 
It was not until Forrest Shreve took charge of the laboratory in 
1928 that this opportunity was fulfilled. 

Recognizing that the quality and quantity of research at the Desert 
Laboratory had diminished in recent years, Shreve told one 
colleague in 1930 that "things have been going on rather slowly 
here ... and I am anxious to enlarge our staff and to get a little more 
motion on the investigations that seem to me to be most vital to 
our understanding of the desert."38 He started by hiring Thomas 
Dwight Mallery in 1929, Robert R. Humphrey in 1930, William 
V. Turnage in 1931, and Arthur L. Hinckley in 1930 or 1931. 
These assistants worked on a variety of projects mostly aimed 
at answering the question "Through what means is the desert 
perennial able to exist under conditions fatal to plants native in 
a moist region?" (Carnegie Yearbook Vol. 30 1930/1931: p. 256). 
Shreve also tried to attract visiting investigators whose studies 
would mesh with his research goals. Like MacDougal before him, 
he publicized the Desert Laboratory in various journals (Shreve 
1929a, 1931 ), and he succeeded in luring scientists from as far 
away as Germany and Great Britain. Among them were Heinrich 
Walter, of the University of Heidelberg, who studied osmotic 
values in the sap of characteristic desert plants and Eric Ashby, 
of the Imperial College of Science in London, who examined the 
stomatal anatomy of Larrea. 

Yearbook Vol. 29 1929/30). Mallery, however, concluded that 
soil moisture and rainfall "exert the strongest influence upon the 
variations in the osmotic value of the cell sap of the leaves and 
small twigs of Larrea tridentata (Mallery 1935: p. 28-29). The 
mechanisms of drought resistance in Larrea were of great interest. 
From his study ofthe stomatal anatomy of Larrea, Ashby concluded 
that its most effective adaptations to drought were the high osmotic 
potential of the roots and the high osmotic value of the leaves 
(Ashby 1932). Ernest Runyon, a visiting investigator from the 
University of Chicago, argued that "the extreme xeric character of 
this plant would not be expected from the structure of the mature 
leaves" (Runyon 1934: p. 132). Instead, behavioral characteristics 
enabled plants to survive drought: shedding of twigs, death of older 
branches, loss of leaves at the onset of drought and resumption 
of growth with the return of moist conditions, resinous coating 
to check transpiration and mechanically prevent wilting. Runyon 
also worked on germination and establishment of Larrea in nature 
and in the laboratory. He learned that the seeds display delayed 
germination, that the leaves and stems might be allelopathic, and 
that germination in nature is enhanced in disturbed areas (Carnegie 
Yearbook Vol. 28 1928/29, Vol. 29 1929/30). 

Another habitue of the Desert Laboratory during the Shreve years 
was Howard Scott Gentry, an independent young botanist who 
supported himself by collecting in remote areas and selling his 
specimens to herbaria. Interested in Gentry's collections from the 
Mayo River Valley in southern Sonora, Shreve offered him desk 
space at the Desert Laboratory in 193 7 and encouraged him to write 
up the results of his studies. This Gentry did in Rio Mayo Plants 
(1942), a book still useful to biologists working in the area. 

Shreve's early interest in plant demography found a new outlet 
when he remapped some of the nineteen permanent plots that 
Spalding had established in 1906. In 1917 Shreve had believed 
that desert vegetation displays "an extremely stable character." 
(Shreve 1917: p. 216), but he changed this opinion after examining 
the permanent plots in 1928 and 1929. The changes in vegetation 
- death of certain individuals and establishment of others -
provided interesting demographical information. Populations of 
large perennials lost and gained numbers slowly, in keeping with 
their long lives, while populations of small perennials underwent 
great gains and losses, proving them to be short-lived plants. The 
patterns showed no successional trend, Shreve decided; rather, they 
reflected "the amount of disturbance that the vegetation had suffered 
prior to 1906, and the rainfall conditions of the years immediately 
preceding the mapping" (Shreve 1929b: p. 370). Yet another series 
of maps made seven years later confirmed Shreve's conclusion 
about the absence of succession in the Sonoran Desert (Shreve and 
Hinckley 193 7). Since 1936 various workers have mapped some 
of the permanent plots at irregular intervals; Goldberg and Turner 
(1986) brought the series up to date and discussed the demography 
of the plotted species. 
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Shreve's assistants assumed the responsibility for climatological 
measurements on Tumamoc Hill and elsewhere. Humphrey (1933) 
set up a series of gauges on the Desert Laboratory grounds to 
measure variation in rainfall over a small area, and Humphrey and 
Turnage measured soil moisture and runoff at the laboratory for 
several years. Their data showed that "winter rains are far more 
effective than the summer ones in building up the moisture of 
the soil" and that availability of water changed with topographic 
situation and soil type (Shreve 1934a: p. 149). After Sykes retired 
in 1929, Turnage and Mallery took over the task of reading the 
long-period rain gauges in southwestern Arizona and northwestern 
Sonora. Their analysis of rainfall in the Sonoran Desert, based on 
eighty-seven stations having three to sixty-six years of record, 
demonstrated that the proportion of summer to winter rainfall 
increases from northwest to southeast across the desert (Turnage 
and Mallery 1941 ). They noted that winter rains which approach 
from the Pacific Ocean, are less erratic from spot to spot than summer 
rains, which blow in from Mexico. However, winter rainfall over 
the entire desert varies over a wider range of values than summer 
rainfall (McDonald (1956) rediscovered the same phenomenon 
several decades later.) Turnage and Hinckley described the effects 
of the January 1937 cold wave, which was "in many respects the 
most severe freeze that has invaded the Sonoran Desert during the 
period covered by climatic records" (Turnage and Hinckley, 1938: 
p. 54 7). They recorded frost damage to some sixty plant species 
and suggested that "it is highly probable that those species which 
experienced damage are hindered by cold weather from migrating 
much farther into colder regions" (Turnage and Hinkley 1938: p. 
548). They also noted the seedlings of many desert plants might be 
particularly susceptible to frost-kill due to a thin layer of cold air 
near the ground. 

To carry out his program of research, Shreve needed the assistance 
of a plant physiologist and a soil scientist. He had lined up two 
candidate or these positions when word came from the Carnegie 
Institution that neither person could be hired. The stock market 
crash in October, 1929, at first had little effect on the institution, but 
by the end of 1930, its impact was being felt in every department. 

As the depression deepened, the number of visiting investigators 
who could afford to spend summers at the Desert Laboratory 
dropped steadily. In 1929, according to the Carnegie Yearbook, 
fourteen scientists had worked at the lab for periods of three to 
twelve months and forty-two others had visited for one to ten days. 
In 1932 the number of visiting scientists fell to six, and for several 
years after that, none came. The lab was no longer the busy place 
Shreve had envisioned but a scientific backwater. 

Though staff salaries were prohibitively expensive, travel was 
still cheap, and in April 1932 Shreve botanized in northern Sonora 
with LeRoy Abrams, a plant taxonomist at Stanford University. 
Shreve hoped to secure data on the habitats occupied by Larrea, 
Fouquieria, Cercidium and Encelia; Abrams wanted to make an 
extensive plant collection. From this inconspicuous beginning came 
Shreve's five-year-long Sonoran Desert project and eventually, his 
classic Vegetation of the Sonoran Desert (1951 ). 

Travel in Mexico during the 1930s was not easy. Even major roads 
were unimproved, and minor ones were often little more than 
tracks. After heavy rains, some roads became quagmires and could 
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hardly be navigated even with chains on the tires. Often Shreve 
made no more than forty or fifty miles in a day, partly because 
of the poor roads and partly because of frequent stops to collect 
plants and inspect the vegetation. Water in remote settlements was 
of questionable purity, which necessitated bringing a supply from 
Tucson. Over much of Baja California, as Shreve noted, "there are 
extremely few places in which even the simplest supplies or repair 
parts can be secured. "39 Mallery, Shreve's aide de camp on these 
excursions, anticipated problems by bringing a variety of spare 
parts, once including and axle which proved useful when the old 
one broke. 

Between 1932 and 1937, Shreve traveled 10,000 miles throughout 
the Sonoran Desert. These trips gave rise to a series of descriptive 
papers on vegetation (1934b, 1934c, 1936a, 1936b, 1937a, 1938) 
and to Vegetation of the Sonoran Desert (1951 ), published the year 
after his death. Hailed as a classic soon after publication, this book 
delimited the Sonoran Desert and seven subdivisions within it, 
described the characteristic plant communities and life forms of 
each subdivision, presented distributional maps and brief narratives 
of twenty-six dominant species, and discussed ephemeral species 
with an emphasis on their distributional affinities and germination 
requirements. In the decades since publication of the book, 
countless biologists, geographers and other workers have followed 
Shreve's definition of the Sonoran Desert and its subdivision. 
(More recently, Turner and Brown (1982) suggested that only 
three of Shreve's seven subdivisions are truly desert. 

By the time Shreve retired in 1945, the Desert Laboratory had been 
closed for five years. The lab's demise, after thirty -seven productive 
years was the result of several factors. One was lack of confidence 
in Shreve's administrative abilities. He had been in charge of the 
Desert Laboratory for only two years when John C. Merriam, 
president of the Carnegie Institution, decided Shreve lacked 
"either the initiative or the continuing faith in his convictions, 
and the unswerving purpose, required for bringing a really great 
program to success."40 Merriam considered replacing the fifty-two
year-old Shreve with a younger, more vigorous man, but because 
of the depression was reluctant or unable to make major changes 
in personnel. Shreve's immediate supervisor, Spoehr, was hardly 
more sympathetic. He had little regard for Shreve's abilities as an 
administrator and seemed to believe that fieldwork was "a kind of 
glorified camping and vacationing."41 

Another factor was the depression, which made serious inroads on 
the Carnegie Institution's invested funds, necessitating budgetary 
cutbacks in every department and culminating in closure not only of 
the Desert Laboratory but also of the Marine Biological Laboratory 
at Dry Tortugas, Clements' Alpine and Coastal laboratories, and 
several other research stations. (Spoehr's laboratory in Palo Alto 
remained open.) The institution also terminated its programs in 
archeology, paleontology, and paleobotany at the same time. 

Although the depression may have been the proximate cause of the 
laboratory's demise, it was not the ultimate one. Even as it closed 
certain laboratories, the institution provided substantial amounts of 
money to others, enabling the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism 
to build a cyclotron and the California Institute of Technology to 
construct a two-hundred-inch telescope. In the end, the Desert 
Laboratory was closed because the research goals of the institution 
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had shifted from field-oriented investigations to technologically Literature Cited 
advanced laboratory programs. 1. Ashby, E. 1932. Transpiratory organs of Larrea tridentata and 

In 1940 Vannevar Bush, president of the Carnegie Institution, 
wrote that in closing in the Desert Laboratory the institution had 
"succeeded in avoiding the sacrifice of valuable elements' by 
transferring the buildings and grounds to the U.S. Forest Service, 
which had "objectives closely parallel to those which prompted the 
early establishment of the laboratory" (Carnegie Yearbook Vol. 3 9 
1939/40: p. 7). Unfortunately, Forest Service officials proved to be 
poor stewards of the land. In permitting easements for pipelines, 
transmission lines, and radio towers, they unwittingly fostered 
destruction of several of Spalding's permanent plots (Goldberg 
and Turner 1986) and of irreplaceable archeological sites (Wilcox 
and Larson 1979). 

Frederick Coville's original inspiration lives on in two locales. One, 
the Carnegie Laboratory on the campus of Stanford University, 
was formerly Spoehr's lab. From this base, J.R. Ehleringer, H.A. 
Mooney, 0. Bjorkman and others have investigated the phy
siological ecology of plants in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts. 
The other locale is on Tumamoc Hill, where the former Desert 
Laboratory is undergoing a renaissance under the joint sponsorship 
of the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and 
the Department of Geosciences of the University of Arizona, 
in cooperation with the Water Resources Division of the U.S. 
Geological Survey. 

Many years earlier, Coville had hoped to earn some small measure 
of immortality through Covillea, the creosote bush. When its 
name was changed to Larrea, he worried that he would now be 
forgotten; as he told Shreve, "The most beautiful memorial of 
myself, so far as the Desert Botanical Laboratory is concerned ... 
is the genus Covillea."42 He need not have worried. Having set in 
motion nearly nine decades of research on the ecology, biology, 
and geomorphology and geography of deserts, Coville will not 
soon be forgotten. 
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AHS -Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Arizona 
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1. W. A. Cannon to D. T. MacDougal, 17 Oct. 1903, AHS 
2. W. A. Cannon to D. T. MacDougal, 23 Nov. 1903. AHS 
3. Forrest Shreve in 1929 estimated that the number of books and 

articles describing work done at the Desert Laboratory was 
355. (Shreve, 1929a). My estimate is based on the bibliography 
in McGinnies (1981) and does not include research carried on 
primarily at the Coastal Laboratory. 

4. F. V. Colville to D. T. MacDougal, 28 Aug. 1905, AHS. 
Around 1908, the name Desert Botanical Laboratory was 
quietly dropped for Desert Laboratory. No written explanation 
of the change has come to light. 

5. D. T. MacDougal to Prof. Eigenmann, 6 Nov. 1906, AHS 
6. A. B. Jaynes to W. A. Cannon, 12 Nov. 1903, AHS 
7. W. A. Cannon to D. T. MacDougal, 15 Sept. 1903, AHS 
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14. D. T. MacDougal toW. A. Cannon, 9 Dec. 1903, AHS 
15. W. A. Cannon to D. T. MacDougal, 2 Dec. 1903, AHS 
16. V. M. Spalding to D. T. MacDougal, 28 Nov. 1904, AHS 
17. D. T. MacDougal toW. A. Cannon, 30April, 1904,AHS 
18. B. E. Livingston to D.T. MacDougal, 17 March, 1904, AHS 
19. W.A. Cannon to F. V. Coville and D. T. MacDougal, 13 Sept. 

1905,AHS 
20. V. M. Spalding to D. T. MacDougal, 28 July 1905, AHS 
21. F. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 8 Aug. 19009, AHS 
22. By 1913 the fame of the Desert Laboratory was great enough 

that a group often European botanists touring the United States 
made it their base of operations for nine days. This group 
included such luminaries as Arthur G. Tansley, the British 
plant ecologist. Under the guidance of Henry Cowles and 
Frederic Clements, the two premier American plant ecologists, 
they traveled across the U.S. from New York to Los Angeles 
through the northern states and from L.A. to Boston by a more 
southern route. The group as a whole seemed astounded that 
Tucson botanists considered the vegetation around the Desert 
Laboratory to be a desert. Tansley called it "semidesert" and 
noted that "the vegetation is more luxuriant and much more 
numerous in individuals than is the case in the typical North 
African deserts" (Tansley 1913/14, p. 328-329). 

23. F. Shreve to D. T. MacDougal, 27 Oct. 1914,AHS 
24. W. A. Cannon to D. T. MacDougal, 29 Sept. 1903, AHS 
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28. V. M. Spalding to D. T. MacDougal, 28 July 1905, AHS 
29. V. M. Spalding to D. T. MacDougal, n.d., ca. 19 Aug. 1907, 

AHS 
30. Blumer, claiming that he could no longer tolerate the desert 

heat, left the laboratory shortly after these Herculean labors 
were completed, upon which Livingston told MacDougal, "I 
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am certain that you will get more for your money than B. gave" 
(Bowers, 1983). Looking at Blumer's map of Carnegiea, 
which shows locations of some 10,000 to 15,000 individuals, 
we cannot help but wonder at this glib dismissal. 

31. V. M. Spalding to D. T. MacDougal, 29 June 1907, AHS 
32. F. E. Lloyd to D. T. MacDougal, 12 Oct. 1906, AHS 
33. B. E. Livingston to D. T. MacDougal, 20 Aug. 1910, AHS 
34. B. E. Livingston to D. T. MacDougal, 15 July 1908, AHS 
35. D. T. MacDougal to F. Shreve, 12 Aug. 1909, AHS 
36. D. T. MacDougal to H. A. Spoehr, 25 May 1911, AHS 
37. D. T. MacDougal to B. E. Livingston, 31 July 1090,AHS 
38. F. Shreve to J. W. Shive, 14 June 1930, SC 
39. F. Shreve toP. C. Standley, 22 Sept. 1931, SC 
40. J. C. Merriam, memorandum of conversation with Dr. Shreve, 

5 Aug. 1930, CW 
41. H. A. Spoehr to F. Shreve, 31 July 193 7, SC 
42. F. V. Coville to F. Shreve, 27 July 1936, SC 
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The Desert Laboratory in approximately 1909 (D. T. MacDougal, USGS Desert Laboratory Repeat Photography Collection, s1155). 

The Desert Laboratory March 2010 (R.M. Turner, USGSDesert Laboratory Repeat Photography Collection, s1155). 


